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December
After leaving Dave's mob who were heading further along
the Tahuhunul Range to the Hogget, our group dropped off
to the left towards the watersheds and streams that we
were to follow down to the, Taruarau river. It wasn't long
before we were into some really scratchy bracken which
finally changed to dead and dying manuka; this was becoming
a magical mystery tour.
We stopped for an early lunch by a waterhole formed by an
underground stream. This stream eventually surfaced and
we were able to follow it with some diff'iciity through the
fallen manuka till it reached .a larger stream.
I knew from the map that if we kept turning left at each
major stream we came to, we must arrive to the Taruarau
river eventually. Thare were not many suitable campsites
Lo be foun along these streams and we.had to negotiate
hree large 'waterfalls in the section. (CR 955 855 Map U20)
We finally made camp on a small flat sandy section, above the
high water mark at about 5.45 pm still short of the main river.
We all slept under the one larger tent fly and had a
bomf'ortable night. (I did anyway on my new air matress).
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Next morning we were away by 8.30 am and after only ten
minutes travel we struck ,a really huge waterfall, where we
had to climb really high to get round.
rom the top of the
ridge we could see the main river and after a steep
scramble down and a short wade along our stream we made
the Tarareu River, where we left a note for Dave's mob, who
were still to pass that way.
This proved to be a pleasant and interesting river and with
some tricky negotiating we were able to stay dry while
climbing round the deep pools.
Ten minutes short of our transport we struck the only rain
of the trip as the rest of the tramp had been in really
nice weather.
Dave's group arrived 1 hours after u.s and after a bite to
eat we were on our way back down the Taihape Road to town
by about 4 pm.
G.R.
Leader: Geoff Robinson
No. in Party: 4
Marcus Reinders Sue Holmes, Mitch Barrett
BOUNDARY STREAM SCENIC RESERVE
23 December

NO.. 1317

The trip list stated (leisurely day and Christmas Picnic,)
It became just that.
Everyone was allowed a whole •heurs' sleepin,. in the case of
the Napier members, a whole hours sleepin plus travelling time,,.
what luxury
.
22 people finally met together outside Janet's place. Geoff.
and Mitch discovered on the way over that the radiator needed
water. Thankyou Janet for the large amount we needed and you
didn't know about,we thought you wouldn't mind.
So away we went at 7,30 am an a perfect day. We made good
time until a call came from Peter that my daughter, in
particlar, was pretty white and the next yawn.might be a
liquid one.: • So an approximate 15 minute break at-the Heays
Access Road turnoff with the usual fooling around and people
returning to . their.normal colours again. .
We arrived • to see a large prominent sign - no fires. I. had
checked out Lands and Survey Daparteent and they gave us special
permission to use our BBQues.
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It s doii'iiely louder and mere persistent, I know I have a
hearing pro--cm. perhaps Geurf had too"?
?G eo ff
Hu lb o a
Geoff thoreis•a.in1; y :iois•a I , keep hearing

Yus me too but it keeps going away
ile 0 11 have a lock up eb the ['latahoura Road., Pohokura
Road intersection'
1 Boy, it,, really i getting clangy now eh!
We stopped to discover water spraying everywhere the
wter PLIID UCO heaking down,.
The conscious was w e would make a downhill run to Lake
Tutira uhcro we could fill up with, Lake water.
We manged to start the truck again but about 200 - 300
yards on Pchckura Road the noise was intolerable and the
truck wouldn't be going anywhere. Fanbelt had become loose
toO.
We had to get 22 p eople hr.me so the ideas went from cars to
station wagons to vans until Tony piped up and said my
Dad do.,2: part—time driving for Nimons he might hire a bus
and pick us up,
So Peter, Glenda Tony and myself went to the nearest farmhouse to sorb it out and to see if we , sould ijet the truck off
the ro.'d., only kids at homa so over (up and down) farmland
to find Dad
Ft ally hum arrived home and she was marvellous.
She kept the drinks towipg and we were able to use the phone
and sure enough, Tony's Pad hired a bus and gave us his time
for free, we are very grateful
Even hiring the bus would
be cheaper the paying private transport drivers., and we had
the satisfaction of knowing that everyone got home between
930 and 15.0 pm,
Thewater pump was remned from the :.ruck on the farmland,
they disooereJ the fanhelt was being held on by one or two
screws., Csspy, Eibch and his father went out the next day
and fixed it and brought the truck home,h
Thank goodness I stuck' to fl,: guns and asked for the truck to
go to Shins Refls and instead of the driver dropping
everyone, off •cb Pohokura' end and the truck coming around to
Shines "Falls, Uls . a i.ong way around by road.
It wad a 1uiciy warm evening and everyone seemed to enjoy
themselves., and made themost of the evening with socialising,
fooling around or just plain stretched out along the road
edge.
Thanky.ou Geoff for driving.
Leaders Alva McAdam
No. in Party

22.

Malcolm and Frances Lighbband Glenda Hooper, Peter Berry,
Clara Herrios George Prehble Kayo and Richard ['larks, Wyn,
Lynda and 3han,e Cornish, Perry Hicks Hamish Tait Hetty Craig,
Mitch Barrett,, Clifford Hc'rnes 0 Bruce Lowe, Clinton manners
Graeme Taylor., Tony Rlexander, Geoff Robinson,

LOWER TtJTAEKURI GORGE
20 January

.;. No'. 1318

After the usual start we picked up Russell and headed up the
Taihpa Road to the Lawerence Hut Road end, where we started
our leisurely stroll down..the Tutaekuri,. Brilliantly fine
weather had greeted our arrival at the swingbridge and at
the first pool we quickly set up the president for the trip
with a swim.
The river was exceptionally low and warm 9 and this cbmbliied
with the blazing sun seemed to make it practically impossible
to walk more .tham a hundred yards at a stretch without
falling in the river and being swept away dQwnrlver for
several, hundred yards bouncing along on our 'behinds through
the fun rapids between the big limestone rocks. After lunch
we continued on in a similarly wet fashion only really
staying dry for the last half hour or so before we got back
to the truck which Geoff had brought around to the bottom of
Dampney Road 0 No drownings, lots of sunburn and heaps of
bruises in unmentionalle places combined to make one of the
laziest and most enjoyable trips for .a long time.
Thanks for driving Geoff.
Leader Peter Berry
No. in Party 20
Jenny Lean, Rob Lusher, Graeme Taylor, Clinton Manners,
George Prebble, Marcus Reid.ers, Hamish -Tait, Stan Woon,
Alva ,I9cA,dam, 'Mitch Barrett, Andrew Doole, Bill and Hetty
Craig, Janet Carn'wall, Glenda Hooper, Russel Perry, Diana
Bird, Bruce Lowe, Michael F-end.Ly, Geoff Robinson,
ARMPAOANUI COSTAL WALKWAY
2 - 3 February

No. 1319

Arapaoanui in pre—European times was an important pa
with its ample supply of seafood
Its name means 'the
thoroughly bashed kidney fat' a hangi was opened and the
bodies were still twitching, thinking the victims were still
alive the cooks fled. The Chiefs came foward to give the
bodies a. bashing.
We went there also to sample the seafood and walk the coast'
northward to the mouth tf the Waikari River. The day before
our trip had been the hottest day of the summer. Lu'ckr.ly
for us we didn't get two in a row and the Saturday was a
bit overcast, a good day for walking
After about half and
hour you reach a small bay i.th a stream dropping over a
waterfall into it, What wes going to be a half hour stop

-6turned out to be an hour and a half swim in the pool below
the waterfall, with one brave person jumping off the cliff
at the side. The four members of the day party caught us
up bore.
After exploring a dark muddy cave which went:.in 100 feet or
more we pushed on north past the section which us only passable 2 hours either side of low tide
Another stop, this
time to gather seafood for tea
1% fire was lit to have a
prelunch feed of things called bobos and paua. The paua. were
just cleaned up, beaten, replaced back in the shell and
placed on the fire cooking on either side for a few minutes.
'dory nice they were as well.
On along a hard bit of sand past Ridge Mount Station where
we had lunch, and the day party left here to return to
Aropaoanui. A lot of the time on this trip you are walking
on the old costal bridle way. This must have been last used
about the turn of the century so as you might guess a lot of
it has beee washed away. But where it is it makes good walking
We made an early camp as Selwyn had the job of returning next
day tp drive the truck around to the northern end of the
walkway. A good campsite was found in a grove of tall manuka
with a good stream close by
The rest of the afternoon was
spent siimming, fishing, building rafts and generally
enjoying ourselves. More paua for tea then a pleasant
evening was spent walking on the beach or just sitting
around the camp fire.
After a windy night we were all away by 8,,30 am. Selwyn
heading south the rest of us north again sometimes Over rocks,
sometimes on grass or sandy beach until we reached the big
slip which came down in the 1931 earthquake. It is groin
over with trees and scrub since then but the sea is still
washing away at the face of it. To give you some idea of
the size of it, it took over an hour to walk past the face
of it and the cliff behind it is 400 metres high. When
the tides are in they have cut a high level route across the
slip itself but we walked on the beach.
After the slip we got onto a hard straight beach with a
grassy strip between the beach and nice growth covered
cliffs about 300 feet high. A stop for lunch at a camp halfway along them on we plodded to meet Selwyn coming towards
us. After a swim at the Waikari River mouth we have to plod
over a track to get to the end of the road. We had another
swim in the pool where the river goes under the main road,
then home by 6 pm after a very enjoyable weekend. Thanks
again to Selwyn for doing the driving.
Leader: Jim Class
No in Party: 17
Malcolm Lightband, GeorPrebble, selwyn and Heather Hawthorne,
Ian SugdenClifford Holmes, Hamish Tait, Clinton Manners,
Craeme Taylor, Jenny Weston,C 0 ff Robinson, MarcUs Reinders
Day Trippers: Peter Berry, Glenda Hooper, Karen and Clive
Thurston.

BcJRTft CONTORT .WEEKED
8 —.10 Fobuary

..
No. 1320

The truck left Hastings just after 6 o'clock Friday night
and travelled to the Desert Road via the Taihape Road, to
Twenty three of us
raach our camp site at aboUt 11 pm
travelled by truck while GtaemeTaylor had travelled over
in his car and Raymond Lowe ond Peter Smith came over by
car on the Sunday.
Our camp consisted of two 14 1 "x 141 army tents although
some preferred the comforts of the truck while others
bedded down in the cookhouse, The Hamilton Tramping Club
was also there for the weekend and they occupied another
two tents
Saturday morning dawned brightly showing us
the wonders of our ammenities— the communal longdrop five holes all placed a ide by side - and the communal
showers - ali .cold.
They breed them tough in the army.
Geoff had tldtIs to bereädy by 8 a so after a hurried
breakfast we all gathered to wait for the truck which was
to trarsort us to the pine trees. Two hours later our
National Park's people Briar and Karen arrived and took us
up to a track that comes off the Tukino Road in an old four
wheel drive Army Bedford, The Hamilton group travelled in
style in their cross country rental four wheel drive Nissah.
The whole journey took about 30 minutes. We parked bside
the Whangaehu River which was just a small stream but was
very turbid and smelt of sulphur.
We had to walk .a considerable distance across army land
before we CC;,;_ to our pine tree patch; Once at the patch
we formed a long line and then proceeded to walk southwards, removing all the pine trees we came across, from the
very tiny seedlings to trees 6 inches in diameter. It was
imperative that every last needle was .remova. from each
tree or else that needle would enable the tree to survive.
We aborted contorta' until five o'clock, with stops for
lunch and äfternóon tea, and then headed back to the truck
which was even further away. It is an interesting landscape. dominated b; the volcanic scOria rocks among which
white gentians and silvery hebe's. were sparsely scattered.
At one place the rocks were formed into large plate—like
sheets stacked one upon the other
Back by the truck the small WhangaehLi River had had its .
flow replenished by melting snow and proved more difficult
to cross0
We arrived back at comp to find that there was no water for
showers so the more hardy of us had a quick dip in the neary
stream which was definitrly Snob fdAfter tea the two
tramping club groups got together for ayarn although
many of us retired for an early night,

The next morning we were picked up at 830 am so we had a
full morning at the pine patch, We continued from where we
had left off the night before, again in the blazing sun,.until
about 3.30 when we left for camp, We then dismantled the
tents, packed up the truck and then headed off to Hastings,
this time via Taupo. This route is 60 odd kilometres longer
but used the same amount of petrol and took the same amount
of time.
This was an enjoyable way to make money for the Club and it
was-interesting to have a chance to compare Clubs. One
point of notuas the relative trip costs. The Hamilton
Tramping Club use the four wheel drive rentals for all
trips and consequently the minimum day trip cost is $15
while
weekend trip will cost at least $35.
G,H.
Leader Peter Berry
No. InParty:26
Geoff Robinson, Malcolm Lightband, Glenda Hooper, Alva
McAdam, Frances Lightband 3 Marshall, Gerald and Lyn
Blackbun, Lee BarretL Shelley Jones, John Berry, Dave
Nillard,Martian Glass, Olive and Karen Thurston, Tony
Alexànd.er, Clifford Holmes, Graeme Bailey, Hamish Tait,
Andrew Doole, Andrew lilindle, Greeme Taylor, Raymond Lowe
(Sunday), Peter Smith (Sunday).
QJPJAU RIVER
17 February

No, 1321

An early start and fair dollop of long and winding road
(4 hours) led to the lovely campsite by the Waiau River
an Ilaugataniwhu Station,
Unfortunatly it was hosing down with. rain but we started
out on our motley, assortment of tubes, rafts and lilos
with the river running clear and a bit low, I expected the
trip to take 3 hours but 3 .hours went fast and we were still
not through the first section of east rapids and bush clad
banks when a mud slide turned the river a sludgy grey colour.
When we reached the .big rocks in the river we had a quick
feed and then it was into it a real beauty of a rapid
which bruised and battered quite a few people, but no real
harm done. This set the theme for the second half of the
river with some good sharp drops and one really evil rapid
with a big rock lurking right in the middle. at the bottom.
Which of course we had to do twice, wiping ourselves out
really badly the second time, So Seven hours after starting
we arrived at the Dtoi Bridge in somewhat finer weather,
where Geoff had the truck waiting and so off hdme,-. An
exciting trip. Next morning I was scarcely walkirg, bruised
from one end to the other but it was well worth it. Thanks
to Geoff and Gerald for driving,
.

Leaderz Peter Berry
No in ?arty. 19
Barren iorris 9 Alva Fcdain Glenda Hooper,, Goorge Prebble 9
JE:hV Lean
Rachel Gawith Rob Lusher Israel .Bentley
Mitch .2errett Frank H000er Catherine Fitzo.erald Gerald
and Lynnerte Blackburn, Tony lexander MLclhacl Liod±.:n
Clifford. Holmes 9 Hamish Tait 9 Dave and Groeme r.11ad
HDWLETTS WORKING PARTY
2 - 3arch

No 1122

Eddie 9 Susan and Nick H had travelled up on the Friday
night and tramped into Daphne Hut to get an early start up
to Howletts Hut where we were to install a oh rmer window
above the maori bunks to give more venti1 letion and also to
act as a fire escape.
As we arrived at hull Farm on the Saturday morning we were
confronted by the devastation of the normal parking area
which had been caused by the felling of the pine plantation 9
and I promptly managed to get the Club truck good and properly
stuck there
Fortunately we were able to waken one of the
millers who very kindly towed us out with one of their larger
bulldozers.
The window, framing and timber had been takert ot to Guavas
Forestry Base and kindly flown up to Howletts by the NZFS
during their annL!al hut resupp1y. Lie very much appreciated
this heiic'cgter serviice it saves much hard. slog. We are
al
very grateful for the supply and delivery of two foam
mattresses to Howletts at the
Some timber and
ne 'C11-5eu
aluminium for the flashinga had already been carrizid up
r, which
and. Eddie had left a pile of tools for us to do1ve
disappeared into everycnes packs before we left hill Farm..
On arrival at Howletts Eddie and Nick had already removed
part of the roofi. ag iron and ceiling and betwce showers the
framing and outside claddin2 were installed, Lie scraped the
outer door down and painted, it, then the outside was sheathed
in aluminium as it had been cracking up due to the eather
conditions up here..
On the Sunday the finishing touches were done to the dormer
window as well as painting he inner lining.. While this was
going on other workers were collecting and shopping firewood
for future L.rampin partieo
I would like to thank everyone who conic along for carrying
in the tools etc,, and for working so well
Leader: Geoff Robinson
No.. in party: 12
Alva McAdam, Nick Hay Sue and Eddie Holmes, Andrew Loole 9
Michael Wooten, Rachel Garworth 9 Ian Sugdsn 9 Darren 1orris
Stewart Sutherland, Hamish Tait.

-
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-

WMIKOAU GORGE
17 March

No 1323

With the torrential rains of early larch just easing, I had
my doubts about negotiating the watrs
of the Waikoau Gorge.
'Still, it sounded a fascinating place, and, judging by the
numbers of enthusiasts who were making this their second
trip there, it would be wellworth the effort. As Geoff
said, I've always wanted to see that place with a bit of
water in it'.
And, so he did

The journey to the area showed considerable rain damage, and
our progress up Pohokura Road was eventually halted by a
washout and a stuck C (Must've been the driver) We parked
in the yards of the closest farm, with the kind permission of
Mr Frank Olson, Immediately I split the party into three
groups under Clive, Peter and Jim, leaving me free to watch
over everything. In mist and steady drizzle off they set,
leaving Geoff Rob and myself to lock up and follow.
I think it would be a good 1- hours that passed before we
saw them againi Something to do with lack of communication,
Roy Peacock led them all off on a new path which neither

Geoff Rob nor I knew about

We expected them to use the

usual route, which we took. Upon our reaching the stream and

not sighting anyone, we headed upstream to look, reaching the
farm community after 20 minutes, From there, Geoff and Rob
went back downstream to our packs, while I covered a brisk
(exhausting: old age?) 5. km of hilly road, and still saw
them not.
I descended back into the stream to meet my two
lonely companions thinking all the while.- 'I won't have to
write the trip report
I wasn't on the tripe and wondering
what the locals I'd met on the road were saying at the Tutira
store about the mad, be—whiskered and wet creature who asked
whether they'd seen 26 trampers charging through the mist.
In this weather
-

Peter Berry.' I see Him I'm not lost No, that's not right
I'm the leader?? He's not lost

-

'Don't worry, Peters I'm here
My party apparently were awaiting my wisdom and experience a
mere 300 metres up3tream0 Oh, the bliss of leadership. After
the reuni,n, swapping of memories and address and promising
to meet again in the not too distant future, we all set off

.

.

The gorge was certainly interesting. The stream was flowing
with khak/soup and gave impressive action in the narrows,
More imp:resiJe was the flood level of a few days before.
The 500 mm of rain had sent the level up a good 2 metres in
places. Could have made exciting river crossing. At 11.45 9
we reached a stoepish rock which turned 11 of the party aside
for a sojoui ~rn through the bush, 18 elected to plunge in (sorry)
get too wetY'
'No, you
Plunge.. on,,

_

Around the corner.
?Should've known better Your trips are always bush bashers
or pack floats, Perry
(iow, if I could get a supportive witness, I reckon I could
go the speaker for slander. Volunteers, please)
After a few nice dunkings, we stopped for lunch. 0 quick fire,
and, for the lucky ones, some warm nosh. The afternoon was
spent well above the gorge on farmland, chasing slow mushrooms
and viewing the picturesque blue lake. 0 view of a superb
waterfall completed the scenic tour, then off back across
the pastures to the vehicles. Home early, Thanks Geoff, for
driving, and thanks, Mr Olsen, for permission to cross the
land
Now, where's the next trip Ican follow.
Leader Russell Perry
No. in Party .28.
Geoff Robi.ns.on Rob \Jork, Peter Berry, Olive Thurston, Jim
Glass, Glenda Hooper, Malcolm L:ightband, Francis Lightband,
Alva McAdam, Jenny and Paul McGuinness, David Griffiths,
Susan Lopdell, Hannah Schmidt, Sue Combs, Thomas Davies,
Jenny Lean, Handy, Michael Wooten, Clifford Holmes., Hamish
Tait, Glenda Gohns, Hetty Craig, Thys Vossen, lain Dickson,
Sheryl Rossoll, Roy Peacock.
OROUI\ RIVER TO HOWLETTS
30 - 31 March .

.

No • 1 324

As B clock ticked by 9 dozy trampers congregated at Holts
carpark. on .a fine Saturday morning. After much discussion
and a bit of a wait. we decided that we couldn't wait and
longer for:the tenth person,
.
On hour and a half later three cars pulled up at Kashmir
Road turn off on Mill. Road. Two of us them drove to Mill
Farm where we left one car and then drove around to Kashmir
Road end,
.
By 815arn, we were trudging up to Longview Hut in wind which
was ever increasing in strength. 'Arriving at approximately
9,30 we had a quick bite, put on more gear and braved Otumore.
The wind was gusting terribly, so we had to watch our every
step otherwise that could have been the end of us. 11a.m. saw
half-weary trampers atop Otumore in bleak conditions trying
to hold down a map long enough to get a bearing. We then
followed a bearing of 295 down into thickleatherwoodwhere
small pieces. of track semed to stop and restart in the
strangest of places. (iThichwas usually where we were not).

- 12 After becoming entangled in a 100 metre stretch of leatherwood
which took some 45 minutes to swim, plunge, wade a -d curse our
way through we once again set off in the general direction of
down.,
Nearing the bottom we had a minor case of exposure which we
diagnosed as lack of- sugar, We than slowly and carefully
keeping an eye on the victim headed off down once again, but
this time we had an extra pack to take care of. Two had
.,headed on and duly reached the hut and by the time the rest
of us got there the fire was well arJ truly alight and the
billy boiling for. some 15 minutes.
Tea was uneventful as, we had spent since 2.30p.m, getting all
• the jokes off our Phbsts v and laughing until we could no more.
Two hunters calied.in for a bite on their way out to Heritagia
Lodge and hom thatnight,
Half past six Sunday morning 9 sleepy trampers gained consciousness and scoffed breakfast s packed up, cleaned up, cut firewood
and were heading up the Oroua River by Ooclocft 0
Andrew .,UJindic and. Nick White had gone on hoping for Howletts
vi,a..,.-Triia0gJe. Ruto Te Hekenga, Tiraha. The rest of us
carried on upstream far what ended up being 5+ hours to
Howlétts,,.;.:
ThP; .Vei "i's: a beautiful. little river, not in the slightest
bit slippery, with hugh rocks to clamber around and channels
to swim through. We watched the map extremely closely.
Taking compass bearings off everything possible and thus were
able to pinpoint our position at any time. After about
4 -i- hours we struck a waterfall which was for us impassible.
Baoktra..k.ing some 100 metres we climbed out up a face and
into more leatherwood. A slip to one side took us most of the
way to the top,, Once more on top we could view the small
bush—covered saddle to the. north of. .Howletts Hut and immediatly
knew lunch wasn"t too far away, Whilst traversing the few
hundred metres north to Howletts we were lucky to roar up
three stags from below in the soUth Tuki headwaters,
Lunch: extended for 2+ hours till 3.30p0m. sitting outside
inthesijn on Randalls dining chairs. Still no sign of the
two who were supposed to be there by now, so we packed up
and setoff.
Just over two hours later Michael and myself were back at
Mill-,-Farm and overjoyed when we saw Andrew,, Nick and all
three vehicles waiting to take us home.
Before.long, three more bods arrived making'a total of seven.
Where are the other two? They were in frc:t of the last three.
Oh yes I know where they will be, so I called Andrew and the
two of us disappeared into the oncoming night. 45 minutes
later we two plus two more rejoined the others thus making
the some 9 who departed from Holts,

- 13 Apdraw and Nick had taken a wrong turn in the river and had
nded up back at Otumore once again, They had then spent
on the homeward slope lapping up the sun. They had
4 hou
then. drivern both the cars from '1oorcocks roadhead back
around to Mill Farm. A slow drive back to Hastings, delivered
everyone on. his doorstep by about 8.30p.m. An excellent trip
.seldom visited by us, Thanks Andrew and Nick for
in country
.
the use of your cars.
Leader. E.d Holmes
No. i n Party- 9
N ick Hny 9 Nicn White, AndrewLlindle, Andrew Doole, Michael
Hawthorne, Michael Wooten v Hamish Tait, Clifford Holmes,

WHIRINAKI STATEFOREST PARK

No. 1325

5 - 8 April (Easter)
The trip got away fairly smoothly at 5.30 a0m.from Napiei
and stooped at Iwitahi to pick up the permit and check
road directions, The roads are all clearly marked to
liihirinaki now but it is necessary to check with forest
headquarers if anyone wishes to do this tripe
After a brew—up at the starting point near Plateau Hut
wil. sauntered off down to the river at about 11 a.m. The
track is excellent along this section, being benched and
wide enough for ,2 - 3 people to walk together at some points.
InLeresting features on th s part were meeting adog with
a bucker tied on to its head, and visiting some caves
en route,.By 2 p,m0 we had arrived at Central Whirinaki
Hut, a Fairly new and spacious hut where we had lunch
amongst the wasps. The track from here wandered through
a tunnel ,n the bank and then alongside the river gently
rneancering on its way. We had time to admire the enormous
podocarps on this stage
David Bellamy's book tells us
that th s park is the only place in N.Z. that we can find
the 5 great species of podocarp - Rimu, Totara, Kahikatea,
Ilatai and fiiro, all growing together to such a great size.
It is therefore a unique stand of native bush.
We decided to camp at the first obvious camp site as the
shoulders were beginning to ache with the weight of 4—day
packs
We had a comfortable and not too cold night under
canvas and got away to ..a need start at about 8.15 a.m,
next morning0. By this time Heather and Selwyn had detided
to stay in the Whirinaki Rivet catchment while the rest of
US would attempt the round Lrp. This next stretch down
to the turn—off took longer than antibiated although we .
stopped to view a waterfall on the way. At this stage we
felt we were on a main highway meeting many day trippers
who looked at our large packs in amazement,
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The next leg of the journey over ML Moerangi the sign told
us would take 5 hours. (\ftet 1 an hours walkup aforestry
road we came to another sign that said I hours to the hut,
we felt so chuffed with ourselves that we had disposed of
2 hours of the track in - an hour that we sat down to eat
lunch and incidentally put out a smouldering fire that tome
asent—mind'ed person had left! The next stage actually did
take about 5 hours - it was quite a long slow grind up Mt.
lvloerangi and an even longer qrind down the stream on the other
side. We followed Moerangi Stream down to a junction where
we knew the hut was only a few minutes away. We had certainly
seemed to be in real tramping country on this steetch although
it was clearly marked. The hut was
with
trampers and so was all the camping space around but we soon
got ourselves organised. Dark descended on us while we were
still having tea so it was quick to bed that night.
At this stage we began to have doubts about the whole group
going all the way round and thb next morning talking to
other groups confirmed it would he difficult, The majority
decided to return the some way and four of us
Malcolm,
the two Andrews and myself
set off about 0.30 a.m. It had
been particularly hard to get motivated that morning as the
frost had frozen the tents solid and they had to be rolled up
like cardboard to fit in packs., Various jazzergetics sessios
Were held to warm up the circulation, to cope with the cold
dip in the river,, The section down floerangi Stream to Rodges
Hut was excellent with the sun beginning to creep through the
trees - a good time of 2 hours was made here, We had a quick
snack there and then on up the Mangakahika River through
beech country., Here the ;'oute was flat apart from one climb
and apart from momentarily losing each other at one stage the
goin.g was good, Just before the ht..it we met a couple who
were doing the route the •oppooito way and thoy gave us some
good tips about the devastation in the Bulling Creek catchmenj
From Mangakahika Hut where we had a late lunch, we headed
up to the headwaters of this river catchment and over into
the Bulling Creek catchment, Here the track had slipped away
in parts and. it was a matter of just making your own way down.
We arrived at the old site of Bulling Creek Hut and noticed
some very strange times of the signs, It seems you only had
to walk a few minutes down the track and you knocked off
an: hour on one's time!
The next stage was in and out of the river all the way,
Ipparantly this
clambering over logs and slips everywhere.
used to be a really beautiful creek but the March sturms have
devastated it,
After
couple of hours our legs were feeling
decidedly. weary and it was with great relief that we saw a
We followed the
sign - 10 minutes to Central Ta Hoe Hut
To Hoe River which had now joined our creek for the said
10 minutes bLit still no sin of hut or track, We eventually
decided to barre] up thDoLgh the scrub and bush lawyer after
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been burnt down and in its place is a brand new hut - brilliant It
except it had one major problem - the water tank was dry
was back down to the very milky To Hoe for our sipplies presumably it was okay as no one suffered any ill effects.
After an excellent night christening the new hut we got
away abbut.7,30 a,m 0 the next morning. We were aiming to
be out by 2 p0m, to meet the truck at the road end and we
knew there were a couple of long climbs on the way,, The first
one over to Upper Te Hoe Hut was a real humdinger with a
never—ending top but eventually (3 hours later) it did go
down to the hut where we stopped for a brief morning tea/lunch.
The last part. of the trip was up a climb on a new benched
tT'ock and was very easily graded so we made a good time out,
The legs began to quicken as we saw what we thought was the
truck. It was not to be and after waiting 1+ hours at the
road end we decided to draw up contingency plans. The only
pnssible choice was to head up the road to meet the truck
(not a welcome decision) and we left at exactly 16.00 hours
as our plan stated. This was perhaps as well because if we
had left any earlier we would have missed our search party
of Rob, Heather and Raymond who had left the truck to look
for its. The truck was actually parked on a different road
to the one we were on and arne cross—country navigation was
required to find us. Anyway we all got back intact - an
excellent long weekend trip with brilliant weather. Many
thanks to Selwyn for driving and also Heather for helping
organising it.
I

Some learning points from the trip
1.

Don't believe all you read on the signs with regards
to walking times

2.

Check all foresrty roads before expecting them to
join up

3.

This is a trip that really needs 5-6 days to be fully
appreciated. We felt that the round trip was a bit
of a gallop on the last 2 days.

4

Be prepared for established routes to be changed,
washed out etc,

Leader: Janet Brown
No. in Party:14
Selwyn and Heather Hawthorne, Rob \Jork, Hanish Tart, Raymond
and Megan Lowe,.Malolm Lightband, Tony Hansen Andrew Dpole,
Andrew Boyd, Rachel Gaiwth lap Dickson, David Griffths0
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SOUTH ISLAND TRIP
Dec

Jan 1984 - 85

Claire and
were fortunate enough to have five weeks
holiday on the mainland' over the Christmas break, We
spent some three weeks of this tramping and managed to
visit every National Park. We did four longer tramps,
these being Milford, Routehurn, Nelson Lakes and Abel
Tasman.
Milford Track
This should really be called the Milford Highway because
oiF the width of the track, Actually the track itself is
kept in good condition considering the amount of rain and
estimated 9000 pople who walk it each season.
We arrived at the launch to take us across Lake Te Anau
by .2 pm and were on our way prompyly for the 2 hour cruise
to the start of the walk. We were motoring along quite
nicely, taking in all the scenery, when suddenly the launch 1 s
motors stopped and we glided to a halt. In answer to the 60
odd puzzled faces staring at him 9 the captain informed us
that the motors were stopped because he couldn?t hear the
Auckland Cup on the radio. Everything stops for a horse racell
We eventually arrived at the start at about 4 o'clock where
3 million eager.and hungry sandflie3 were waiting to greet
use It was a leisurely 2 hour stroll along tr Clinton River
to our first stop, Clinton Forks hut, The walk was very
pleasant and we made numerous stops to investigate the
emerald green river, We spottad a nice sized trout, but
couldnt coax,-him, into leaping out of the water into my
pleading arms. Oh well, dehyd0 for tea tonight instead.
We arrived at the hut at about 6 o'clock and settled in
fo the night.
The next day's destination was P]intaro hut, just on the
southern side of Mackinnon Pas
The scenery was much the
some as the previous day, quite pleasant, in easy walking
country. We noticed . a bright yellow object on the sky
during the day which someone later informed us was the sun.
However we didn?t let our hopes rise, as the forecast was
for showers, So it was off with the packs for a quick
sojourn to Mackinnon Pass, The views from here were splendid
and we counted 7 keas playing around. We could see the
weather closing in so we made our way back to the hut,
5 mm of rain fell on our side of the pass and 135 mm
on the other that night, cffect1-.v0i.f; stopping our progress.
We wereconfined to the hut for another day which we spent
playing cards, chatting etc. The rain eased a little the
Mackinnon
next day, so we could move, on th Dumpling hut
Pass was most unpleasant; a howling gale coupled with rain
lunch stop at the Pass Hut, we
and at times sleet, After

—

,
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drop ped down to the
e of the pas to Pampalona or
r
ratho the
LlbliC Shelter whe r e WO CoUld drop our packs for
the side wa l k LO griUheriand Falls
TheF wer
vrely impressive,
So much octet waocomn: dawn that the nnwal 3 leaps were only
2e. , It a s moosihje to get to the base because of the wind
and spray caused by their tumultuous futy. Back on the main

tick and after u=Jno Lb'oIJgh waist deep ratei at times we
arrived at Dum p ling Hut for our final night
The final day ua,s rather borina as the track was very rdcky 9,
ayes warq conz i nunily looking down Lrrthcr Fai ft wore quite
impressive with thE g r Bat vo lu me of water. We arrived at
endfI\ Point for ftnnn and there we waited for the launch
to take us t o Milford.
All in all quite a Neasant and easy
utlk and one which has given a new meaning to AotearoaT
1 lend. of the long rain cloud?
—

Routehurn Trac<:
We walked this t'-c)< r:orq east to west as it as easier to
obtain transport on the Milford Road• The bus from
Queenstown ,dropped us oil' at Routehurn Shelter ,where
after, dressing anaoiriaue'y for the weather (it was raining)
we headed off) We thought about staying at Routeburn Fftts
for the night, ht we were ahead of bime so we carried on
up to RoJLS.burn Falls Hut. The beech forest was pleasant
to walk thi cu gh 'n: ths cl i mb up to the Fallp was not too
dif fic u lt avd we arrived there around Ii pa
This walk is
aspopular
M i lford and accordingly Le nut we overcrowded.
~

The next Alorning the weather cleared a little - qiving good
views 0132 Putui
p F lats a n d the Routoburn Riven, We
heeded off I PP Harris Saddle and aur de - t net on of Lake
MacKenzie Mt.
a soLnery an leaving the hut was spectacular0
Quite open conbry with ,rocky outcrops and meandering through
the niddlo the overflow of Lake Harris and the headwaters
of the fouteburn River. Unf'ortrjnateiy.:Harris Saddle was
clouded nrter so we continued along the track, The veather
was starting to break and. we wore gicea intermittent views
of whet we could hove seen from Harris Saddle.
.

By t c tine uD Pace settled in at Lake MacK e nzie Hut the
sun was sh i ning and it was almost ho
It is a beautiful
setting
'lbha cnorerd green of Lake MacKenzie nestled
beneaft s'our' 2r
L' 1
no nd urd lowei cojereo slops
ic aruove brroHL cad early tie nc' t Hay to see sunrise giving
en oranq rne
Inc snnucoond peaks of Pets Lyttle and
Chrt ra
'no! Lic made our way OW t o the Milford
road t his tiTe seeing c eellnt virus dow n the Hoftyford Valley.
We luncbedat,Howdan Hut ur the banks of Lauc Howden, yet again
a lovply. poft. Ou.
inei. stop:before continuing out wa g,*.
Key SuriniL where i.e bad: a.panoremic view of the Southern Alps.
An excellent walk without having to expend too much energy.
For those Of you thinking of doing Milfocd forget it as
the Routchc.;rn is Ouch nicer ,,
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We started this walk Kerr Bay on the shores of Lake Rotoiti.
It was a brilliant day, and as the track continued along
Lake Rotoiti, this called for numerous stops and I was even
daring enough to have a swim. Not for long though as the
watë: seemed to be only a few degrees above freezing point.
We packed the tent and had no intention of using huts and
so it was that after passing Lake Head Hut we set up camp
just where the footbridge crosses the Travers River. The
next day we followed the Cascade track up to Lake Angelus
Hut, a gruelling climb of some 4000 feet. Frequent stops
were made to dip the head into the Hukere Stream (I think
Hukere means ice cold) which had an almost instantaneous
effect of returning the body to normal operating temperature,
After breaking out of the tree line good views were obtained
of the valley and the St Arnard Ranges It was quite stunning
when we finished climbing and arrived in the Lake Angelus
area. All was still and the Lake, surrounded by.cliffs of
shingle, created an almost eerie effect. With little or
no vegetation on the cliffs, the area had a lunar appearance.
Later on in the afternoon I wandered up the Robert Ridge
track for a sw±z0 There were excellent vantage points to
view the deep, blue of Lake Angelus. Sunset was also
spectacular, creating an orange/red tinge on the bare shingle
mountain faces.
The next day we headed along the ridge tops, sidling Mt Cedric
on our way down to Sabins Hut. Another perfect day enabled
us to abtain majestic views of the Sabine Valley, Lake Rotoroa
and even Lake Rotoiti. We had to descend the 4000 feet we'd
climbed the previous day and this made for jelly knees by
the time we'd reached Sabine Hut. We lunched there and
headed off towards Howard Shelter and set up camp near there.
The final day we carried on back to the ca; passing Speargrass
Hut and Paddy's Shelter before commencing the boring 2 hour
alk.back''to Kerr Bay along the road.
Abel Tasman Coastal Walk
This walk should be high on the priorities 'of any person
ltd recommend taking a tent as the huts
keen on relaxation.
are crowded and with so many beautiful camping spots, you'd
always have peace and quiet, We did, and we did. We spent
four: nights on the .track catching the boat back from
Totaranui to Tinline, bay, which is half and hour from the
car park at Marahau. Our first night was spent at Appletree
Bay with its long stretch of golden sands. In fact the front
of our tent was only about 4 metres from the high tide mark.
I tried to convince Claire that the ryt'hmic sound of wave
upon beach was meant to 'put her to sleep and not instill
• af.ear that the tent was going to be swamped., It rained
that night as it id for two other nights; however each
morning, dawned fine as if nature was saying 'dry yourself
our my lad and be prepared for the next onslaught'.
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The next day we continued on towards Bark Bay taking our time
I wont go into detail
and enjoying the, coastal scenery
just take, it from me it's beautiful. We spent the night at
Tonga Quarry 9 last operated at the turn of the conturyL From
here we headed 'off to /waroa Inlet where we had to wait for
the tide to go out further before crossing,. We spent the
night at Waiharakeke Bay beside the stream of the same name.
We had the beach to ourselves so we boiled a brew and generally
fooled around. The next days 1 destination was Separation
Point where we had a sweeping view of the coastline back to
Nelson in one direction and to Farewell Spit in the other.
We toddled on down to Whar.iwharangi Bay and Hut for a look.
This hut was once an old homestead and had been converted
for use by trampers0 Accordingly it has a lot of character.
We had a leisurely lunch here before heading to Mutton Cove
for the night. This was another ideal spot as we camped on
a nice soft bed of pine needles not 3 metres from the beach.
The next day was back to Totaanui to catch the launch
This
was an excellent way to end an enjoyable walk as you Obtained
a different perspective of the bays and inlets 'you'd been
tramping around previously. We were both sorry to say goodbye
to Abel Tasman National Park 3
Noel and Claire Marano
NORTHERN KPWEKL\S
6 —10 February
The idea for this trip was born from me grizzling to Graeme
that I hadn?t yet seen the northern end of the Kaweka Range,
so a few ideas were thrown around until we decided on a
Makahu - Middle Hill -• To Pula - Nangatainoko trip., to take
5 days, so on a perfect Waitangi Day the team of 4 Graeme
Thorp, Randall Goldfinch Cohn Tibbenham and myself (Mike
Bull) set out.
In jest I had mentioned that we should check out Tlrdn LUhare'
(derelict) mentioned on U20 map at 060107, so at 9 am we
dropped off the Birch from Quarry Road (075089) and headed
for the Makahu River, The ridge bears west of north and
boasts a track (not on the map) marked at the top, noticabla
in the middle and non—existant at the bottom (although we may
have left it some where). We had to head north above the
P11akahu River in fairly thick bush for some distance to find,
safe access down to it, then headed down river to the junction
of the stream draining the northern slope of Dick ? s Spur
which joins the Makahu on its true left bank at-071 -106,,, From,
there we climbed up on a track of sorts finding one marker,
way up, and following the bush,/scrub line, which worked out ok.
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Iron Whare (derelict) was duly located 9 showing signs of recent
repair and obcu'pation Q The beech forest is in pretty good
shape through here but , with little vegetation, growing on
the forest fidor, We tramped through on a compass bearing
until we met. the 'main drag',turned north and headed back
down to the stream 9 the mouth of which we had left 4 hours
earlier 9 and at 3pm we stopped there for lunch.
The; grunt up from the stream was a real strain 9 steep and
open. It took over an hour to climb the 260 metres under
a fierce sun, cc the forest shade was really appreciated as
we moved on to Middle Hill Hut,
We arrived there just after 5pm 2 claimed our bunks, and.found
that the kanuka fire closely beat the primus stove in the billy
boiling contest that developed. Randall had offered to' provide
the first night's evening meal. Tempted by thoughts of weiner
schnitzel, tomatoes and onicn5 we agreed 9 and the meal was a
sheer delight. We did note 9 however that OUR packs were no
lighten in the morning,
Day two started at 9am when we headed off to Ta Puia. There
are three quite deep gullies to negotiate between Middle Hill
and the junction with the Makino track, The deepest and last
was 240 metres. The hush through here is very pretty and
its shade much appreciated, Each stream was a picture and
sometime was spent at each taking in it's beauty,
.
The climb to Makino track seemed to go on a bit. 9 but finally
we were up to the trig and on down to Te Puia Hut, 490 metres
downs and painful and with the bush cover sparse we soon came
to the boil as thd'sun did it's work. We found eighteen 3rd
fqrmers from Rudolf Steiner School in residence but we managed
to squeeze in for the p5 ght.
Next. day we. went .up to the "Bath' where we had a lazy day hot
dipping 9 enjoying each other's company and just repairing oUr
tired bodies. Randall named it our 'health camp', We camped
under a fly for our third night. I was most impressed with
the glow—worms which dotted the bank under which we 'had tucked
our camp; I'd never seen glow—wotrns before..
Leaving a large part of our gear in plastic bags tucked out
of sight 9 we headed up the ilangatainoka River, what a delight.
The banks of the beautiful river are clad in good healthy
bush. I have never seen so many rlmu some only 300mm high,. ;
most 1 to 2 metres high, and some grand-dcddies about 30. - 40
metres high. Lots of totora too. We climbed around the gorge
about half way, to ilangatainoka Hut and stopped for lunch.
The banks were covered in young toit.oi about. 1 metre high.
Graham said that last time he was here there was no toitoi;
maybe the deer numbers have bee kept low enough to allow the
forest floor and river banks to regenerate?
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We followed a track back to the Nohaka. River which made easier
travelling than the .mo±ningH trip re—stowed our packs, had
smoko and another .bath and left for To Puia0
The school kids had gone and a couple of Wellington hunters
had moved in. We were well established when a Hastings
couple and their two daughters arrived. I think Mum had
been told: ?a quick stroll down the river, no troubles trip
as she didnt .look at all enthusiastic
Just on dusk we. had
our first rain of the trip: 10 minutes. We had an enjoyable
evening yarning with our hut companions0
Sunday day 5, was all of a sudden with us and we were on. our
way home. We must have been keen to get home to mummy as we
were away i- hours earlier than the other days. We were at
the gum trees at lOam, the saddle 30 minutes later, and at
11am wereparkedu.nder a pine tree alongside the mohaka River0
What speed
well, we were helped by a Land Rover going our
way. Our thanks to those chaps it took about 2 hours off
the tramp out.
Marilyn T.hruparrived about 15 minutes later to take us home
but we lazed for nearly 2 hours under the pine tree before'
that happened.
delightful week with excellent company (although one of them
tramped in his pyjamas)..
Thanks to Graham, Randall Cohn and Marilyn..
Mike Bull

UPPER mPKIRORO
23 — 24 January
Jane Severn, a friend from Otautahi, was staying with us in
January and requested a two day tramp, Happy to oblioe, 1
says I, so ofF to the Makaroro. I 1 ve bean up to Centre
Ilakaroro a few times, but never beyond, so that became the
objective
The initial part of the trip passed pleasantly and we arrived
in a slight shower at Centre Flak, around 11.30. Early lunch
while the shower passed, then off to Upper .Flak, Janet
mentioned that the gorge on the uay was very pleasant : and
so it proved, Wouldo.t like to be. caught there in high water
though. We reached the 4 bUnk hut around 2..30pm., Alas, we
couldnt press on — Id split my shorts from front to back
and in the interests of decency. I spent the afternoon on
the end of a needle.
Lie made brief exploration ofthe tracks
up to Parks Peak and Totara Spur, and debated how best to spend
tha morrow.
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steep climb to begin with doesn 9 t appeal though. Somehow,
the boots crept up river and we had to follow them for fear
of spending the day in smelly socks
Great decision. Ten
minutes later, we were delighted by a family of whio, the
blue duck: mum, dad and six kids Superb
By 11a.m. we reached the junction on the IViakaroro where, if
we took the eastern branch according to the map. we'd soon
come across a track leading up to L\ranga Hut. Thirty minutes
of bush grovelling and waterfall viewing (nice) later, we
decided the track was marked wrongly and returned to the
junction only to find the tracks (It departs from the river
at NZP1S1 N133 683183, just slightly up the western branch)
This track was somewhat overgrown and difficult to follow in
places. We managed weil but one delay cost us a good thirty
minutes. We eventually broke onto the swampy tops of b\ranga,
and dived around to the hut for a late lunch.
What was left of the afternoon was to be spent moving very
quickly. We had to go all the way back to the makaroro River,
several kilometres away. We left Pranga Hut at 2p.m. and
stopped at 7.30p.m., tired, bruised on the feet, and wind
blown. Neither of us had seen wind quite like it. The
beech trees on the ridge tops rocked and swayed, and their
roots, scarcely held by the shallow soil, strained at the
buffetting. The ground all around lifted and fell with this
movement, and it seemed as though we were walking in some
live and strange forest. Jane was lifted off her feet at one
clearing and sailed almost out over Hastings before I hauled
her back in.
1\

great trip, good company, new oround Beaut

Russell Perry, Jane Severn.

Don 1 t forget the 50th Jubliee, Labour Weekend
Contact:
Jubilee Committee
P.O. Bos 447
HASTINGS
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LINDSAY LLOYD

Time has carried away another of our stalwarts from the
earlier days of the H.T.C. They were a hardy breed, these
pioneertrampers— they had to bel No maps, no lightweight
nylon tents or clothing, no plastic bags 9 no dahyd. For
that mat'ter only a few rabbiters? huts in the Rangers - like
the old Ruahine and Nomans etc, So they decided to build
and what a mighty effort that
Kaweka
the first HOLE., hut
was, Especially when you consider the size of this hut. No
air drops to lighten the load (though much of the necessary
timber was cub and trimmed near the site); the rest was just
hard, back—breaking slog labouring under uncomfortable and
often awkward loads. In those days of Saturday morning work,
huts needed to be reached after an afternoon start from town;
and this, combined with the necessity of carrying in materials,
limited the choice of hut sites.
Then came the War
and our male stalwarts were not long in
answering the call - Lindsay among them. We looked forward
to their letters and write and sent parcels to them. But we
missed their cheerful, fun-loving presence; their love of the
hills and their delight in route—finding 9 mapping, track
cutting, exploring, and generally enjoying our hill country,
ranges and mountains; and our beaches too were not neglected.
For our Servicemen it was the end of their tramping club days.
Those returning had to get their lives and jobs together
again and make up for those missed years. As we approach
our Golden Jubilee, we can rejoice that our present Club
members are carrying on the fine traditions, laid down by
our early stalwarts as they pioneered tramping in the Ranges.
We remember them with affection and gratitude.
N.T.
Kaimanawa Trampers Please Note
WILDERNESS MANAGEMENT IN KF\IP1f\NL\WRS
The Forest Service officer—in--charge of the Kaimanawa State
Forest Park, Dave Wilson, has written advising of management
changes within the park (see Kaimanawa walkway/wilderness
issue, 'FMC Bulletins Y0 79, Sept 1984)
The portion of the Rangitikei river catchment that lies
within the Park is currently managed as a Remote Experience
zone, and is being considered for Wilderness Zone status,
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Policy, all tracks and routes within the zone have been
or will be dismantled.
Pt present the main route into the area from the west is
over ?Thunderbolt
cairns have been removed from
this route, and permolat on the track above the Rangitikei
river will be removed shortly.
FMC welcome this Forest Service action as an important step
towards the achievement of a larger Kaimanawa wilderness area.
FMC Bulletin March 1985 No.81
NEW MEMBERS
Diana Bird
Anthony Hansen
Jenny Lean

Darren Morris
Jean Morris
Michael Wootten

Welcome' We are very pleased to have your company.
SOCI A L NEWS
Peter Booman and Fiona have set. sail on Peters yacht, eventually
heading for the Islands
- Dave Millard has been transferred to Rotorua - useful to have
an H.T.C.hut right in townl
Peter McBride engaged to Karen NewellUstick (caught at last
eh Pete)
Jenny Weston engaged to Dean Stairmand.
Peter Berry and Glenda Hooper about to get married.
Clive Thurston and Karen Glass married and off overseas.
Shelly Jones and Lee Barrett married.
Graeme Bailey and Tracy married.
SUBSCRIPTIONS
At present the subs are as follows'.
Maried $14.00

Senior $1200

Junior.00
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fleeting Dates:
The Club meets at St. Davids Church Hall,
corner Queen Street and Park oad, Hastings, at 7.30 p.m.
on the following dates:
14 August
28 iugust
2
11 September
5 June. ..
25 September.
19 June
3July
9 October
October
17 July
31 July
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50th Jubilee - Labour Weekend
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Contact: Jublea Committee
.
P.O. Box 447
HASTINGS
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EDITORS NOTE: Do you have any amusing or interesting stories
from your tramping days with the Club? If so
put pen to paper for the Jubilee Pohokura.

OVERDUE TRAP1PERS
Although returning parties usually plan to be. •out of the
bush well before dark, consideration of safety must always
come first. Even after arriving back at the transport it
could take two or more hours to return, plus any unexpected
delays. Beginners should make sure that parents, or any
others who may worry about them, know this. Although
normally not nearly as late as 10 p0m g until then there would
be no cause for parents to worry, but in case of some unusual
delay all new corners should make sure that their phone
number is included in the list the leader leaves in town.
For enquiries about OVERDUE PARTIES please contact one of
the following:
BERRY;

777 223

PLOWMAN-.

54 303

THORP:

434 238

TRANSPORT CONTRIBUTIONS
These are, starting from may 1st 1985, $10 per person for
local trips, $8 for high school students, payable at the
meeting before the trip
If you are unable to make the trip,
and notify the leader, your fee will be..refuh'ded. If the
leader is not noti.fi-ed,our fee' toac'bpted with thanks.
Please pay on the Wednesday night.
FIXTURE LIST
On many trips parties may divide so that fitter members cn
undertake a more strenuq.us,trip in the some area. Changes
due to unforeseen circumstances could be made prior to a trip.
Enquire from one of the following for further information:
JANET BROWN:
GEOFF ROBINSON:
MAY
12

25-26

51 926
87 863

PETER BERRY: 778 772
RUSSELL PERRY:797 158

TRAINING DAY: KURIPAPANGO
A good
Excellent day last. year,
Social evening on
on
your
bushcraft
skills,
up'
Saturday
Leader: Lew Harrison 85 701
BALLARDS VENISON TOPS MAKINO RIVER
To Ballards via the headwaters of the Makino River.
Scope here for breakaway parties 0 maps N113, 123, U20.
Leader: Andrew Windle 55 956

June
PUREORA STATE RORE5T
1-3
Queen's Come and hear the morning call of the kokakos. Refer
Birthday Forest & Bird Society magazine Feb0 '84 for information.
Maps N93 2 N84 2 N102
Leader: Peter Berry 770 772

June
9

22-23

July
7

20-21

August
4

17-18

Sept.
1

MYSTERY PA HUNT - TUTAEKURI - DONALD AREA
There's a pa in the Donald Tutaekuri confluence
somewhere. Can the club find it? Authority Pat
Parsons will provide the clues for a fine day of
anthropological sleuthing. Map N123
OuADLzer - Russel Perry 797 158
WAIKAMAKA HUT WRJERF!LL CREEK ,A familiar area to many but lots of scope for new
routes. Naps N140 U22
Leader: Janet Brown 51 926

I-\HINRNiWA: OKOEKE TREPJ1:
BEUT WATERFALL, good circuit potential. Maps N104,114
Leader: Glenda Hooper 778 772
RUJ-\HINES:GOLDEN CROWN
Up Golden Crown, thence wherever: fit to Ikiwatea,
others: No Mans, or Arauga. Nap U21
Leader: Ed Holmes 700 299

KIWEKP: COXCOMB STRE A M
an exploratory trip. Nap U20
Leader; Peter Berry
778 772
RUPHINE:SNOWCR8FT SURVIV A L COURSE
Survival course on Pmutu, otherwise over to
Waterfall Hut or back to Hinerua8 Test of gear
and skills. Nap U22
Leader: Low Harrison 85 701

RUPHINES
Up Tree Johns Spur, out via Rangi and Middle Streai.
Leader: Michael Hawthorne 750 544

14-15

TPtRRRUI-\S
TTre Flat area,, Fit partynto Dorset Ridge,
others to Cow Creek area. Nape 525 9 S25 Tarau S.F.P.
Leader: Dave Harrington 56614

29

MIDDLE HILL
Into Middle Hill from Pinks Hut. Straight forward
trip - attractive area. Map U20 Kaweka S.F.P.
Leader-Noel Marano 86 099 (Bus)

October
12-13

*

JUBILEE PREP. ANDHUT MAINTENANCE
Leader: Peter Berry 778 772

Any day trip bay be replaced with a 'mountain—skills' day
if the weather is good and the snow is very good.
NEW YEAR TRIP* Raukumara Range, East Cape, if interest see
Peter Berry.

